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Abstract
Many proposed payment systems allow the payer to remain
anonymous during a transaction. However, this unconditional privacy protection could be misused by criminals, e.g.
for blackmailing or money laundering. With a fair payment
system, anonymous payments are still possible, but the anonymity can be removed with the help of a trusted party
which need not be involved in the transaction itself. In this
paper, we present an efficient fair payment system and we
discuss its security.
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Introduction

Efficient electronic payment systems are an important prerequisite for electronic commerce. The design of such payment systems poses many security-related problems. Apart
from the common security requirements such as the prevention of frauds, the protection of the participants’ privacy is
an important issue.
In many systems the protection of the user’s privacy relies exclusively on administrative and legal measures. Using
cryptographic tools such as blind signatures [7], it is possible to design electronic payment systems that allow participants to remain anonymous during a transaction, without
affecting the security of the system (e.g. [2, 5, 8, 9]). Such
systems offer an unconditional privacy protection, but they
can be misused by criminals for perfect blackmailing [17] or
for money laundering.
The concept of a fair payment system, independently proposed in [3] and [16], offers a compromise between the legitimate need of privacy protection and an effective prevention
of misuse by criminals. On one hand, the customer’s privacy cannot be compromised by the bank or by the payee.
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On the other hand, there is a trusted third party, called the
judge, which can (in cooperation with the bank) remove the
anonymity of a transaction if the system is being misused
by criminals. Furthermore, the trusted third party is not
involved in the transactions.
In this paper, we present an efficient fair payment system
based on the anonymous payment system described in [5].
The system is currently realized as a prototype, with the
customer functionality implemented on smart-cards.
The basic concepts of fair payment systems are discussed
in Section 2. The new system is described in Section 3,
followed by a discussion on its security. Some results on the
prototype implementation are given in Section 4. Finally,
in Section 5 we compare our proposal with other existing
payment systems with similar properties.
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Basic Concepts

An electronic payment system consists of a set of protocols
between three interacting parties: a bank, a customer (the
payer), and a shop (the payee). The customer and the shop
have both an account with the bank. The goal of the system
is to transfer money in a secure way from the customer’s account to the shop’s account. It is possible to identify three
different phases: a withdrawal phase involving the bank and
the customer, a payment phase involving the customer and
the shop, and a deposit phase involving the shop and the
bank. In an off-line system, each phase occurs in a separate
transaction, whereas in an on-line system, such as ours, payment and deposit take place in a single transaction involving
all three parties.
Bank, shop and customer have different security requirements. The bank wants to make sure that for each account
credited, another account has been debited. The shop, receiving a payment, wants to be assured that the bank will
accept to credit its account with the received amount. Finally, the customer wants to be sure that money he1 has
withdrawn will be accepted for a payment. Furthermore,
the customer may require that his privacy be protected.
Anonymous electronic payment systems (e.g. [2, 5, 8, 9])
prevent anybody, including the bank, from violating the
customer’s privacy. Payments are anonymous and different payments of the same customer are unlinkable. This
is achieved using cryptographic mechanisms such as blind
signature schemes [4, 7].
1 In

this paper the customer is male whereas the judge is female.

A problem with anonymous payment systems is that they
could be misused by criminals, e.g. for perfect blackmailing [17] or for money laundering. This is possible because
the anonymity of payments prevents the bank from tracing
money.
Different measures have been proposed to offer a limited
protection against this kind of threat. A restriction of the
maximal possible amount transferred during a transaction
should make the system unattractive for money laundering.
However, this is effective only if the number of transactions
that can be done during a short period of time is limited.
In the case of blackmailing, a possible measure for systems
such as [8] would be to stop the system when a withdrawal
is done under threat, which is unrealistic.
The concept of fair payment systems2 was independently
proposed in [3] and [16]. A fair payment system, like other
anonymous payment systems, protects the privacy of the
customer. But in contrast to payment systems that protect
the privacy unconditionally, there is an additional, trusted
party, called the judge. The judge has the following attributes:
• She can remove the anonymity of a transaction in cooperation with the bank. This can happen in two different
ways: Either the bank provides the judge with the data
of a (suspect) withdrawal and asks for information that
allows to identify the corresponding deposit (or payment), or the bank provides her with data of a (suspect)
deposit and asks for the corresponding withdrawal.
• She is only involved during the setup of the system, possibly in the opening of accounts, but not in the transactions.
• She is trusted only in privacy-related matters, e.g. the
bank may not trust her about forging money.
Note that it is possible to share the functionality of the
judge among several trusted parties (e.g. the trustees in [3]).
An adequate protection against money laundering is offered by fair payment systems because it is possible for the
judge, in cooperation with the bank, to determine the origin
or the destination of dubious money transfers.
Fair payment systems also prevent the “perfect crime”
scenario described in [17], where a customer is blackmailed
and forced to act as an intermediary between the blackmailer
and the bank during the withdrawal of money. In a perfectly
anonymous payment system, the ransom cannot be recognized later. However, in a fair payment system, the judge
can trace the blackmailed money.

3

Description of the Payment
System

The fair payment system presented in this section is based
on the anonymous payment system of [5]. Let us briefly recall its principle. The bank manages two types of accounts:
personal accounts, of which the owner is known to the bank,
and anonymous accounts, of which only a pseudonym of the
2 The terminology fair payment system has been actually introduced in [6]. It corresponds to the concept of payment systems
with trustee-based tracing introduced in [3].

owner is known. An anonymous payment is simply a transfer from a customer’s anonymous account to the shop’s account. The main part of the system consists of an efficient
method for transferring money from a personal account to
an anonymous account without revealing the correspondence
between them. This is realized using an electronic coin that
can be paid only into a single anonymous account. Therefore
double-spending of the coin can be prevented by a simple
counter (instead of maintaining a large database containing all spent coins). Furthermore, the perfect unlinkability
of personal and anonymous accounts is realized by using a
blind signature scheme. In order to achieve fairness, this
system is modified in the following way:
• The judge knows the correspondence between personal
and anonymous accounts.
• A coin withdrawn from a personal account can only be
deposited into a corresponding (i.e. registered) anonymous account.
The basic idea of the fair payment system presented in
this paper can be informally described as follows. A public key is associated with each personal account. To open a
new anonymous account, the customer has to provide a public key which is derived from the public key of his personal
account. The correspondence between the two keys must be
registered at the judge. When actually opening the anonymous account, the bank checks whether this registration has
taken place and whether the public key of the anonymous
account is correctly constructed.
Coins withdrawn from the personal account are signed by
the bank with respect to the public key of the personal account. The customer can then derive a valid signature with
respect to the public key of a corresponding anonymous account. Signatures valid for other anonymous accounts cannot be derived.
Because of the registration of corresponding public keys,
it is possible to trace transactions in cases of money laundering. Furthermore, tracing is also possible if the customer
is blackmailed: coins can be paid only into an anonymous
account that corresponds to the customer’s personal account
(even if the blackmailer opens the anonymous account himself).

3.1

Protocols

We now give a detailed description of the system. The initialization of the system is divided into three different steps:
the Opening of a Personal Account (Fig. 1), the Registration
at the Judge (Fig. 2), and the Opening of an Anonymous
Account (Fig. 3).
After the initialization has been completed, money can
be transferred from a personal account to a corresponding
anonymous account. This transfer is split into two steps.
During the Withdrawal from Personal Account (Fig. 4), the
customer debits his personal account. The withdrawn money
is paid into the corresponding anonymous account using the
protocol Deposit into Anonymous Account (Fig. 5). A payment to a shop is made as a simple transfer from the customer’s anonymous account to the shop’s account.
Most of the described protocols need a preceding mutual
identification of the involved parties by some adequate protocol. However, in some of the protocols the customer must not
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be identified, i.e. the Registration at the Judge, the Opening
of the Anonymous Account, and the Deposit into Anonymous
Account.

System parameters
Let p be a large prime, q a prime divisor of p − 1, g ∈ ZZ∗p of
multiplicative order q, and H a one-way hash function. The
computation of the discrete logarithm modulo p to the base
g is assumed to be intractable. Let V be the set of possible
transaction values.The bank selects xh ∈ ZZq , and xv ∈ ZZq
for each v ∈ V . The values g, h = gxh (mod p) and {zv }v∈V
with zv = g xv (mod p) are public, while xh and {xv }v∈V are
kept secret. Let (SigB , VerB ) be a signature scheme of the
bank. SigB is the bank’s secret signature generation function
and VerB is the public verification function. The following
must hold: ∀m, s : VerB (m, s) = 1 ⇐⇒ s = SigB (m). Similarly, let (SigJ , VerJ ) be a signature scheme of the judge.
The concatenation of the strings α and β is denoted by
αkβ. The expression ξ ∈R X means that ξ is randomly
chosen from the (finite) set X according to the uniform distribution.

random, calculates yP and sends xP and a signature of yP to
the customer. The public key yP can be considered as the
account number of the personal account. The integer xP can
be seen as the customer’s part of the secret key of yP while
xC is the bank’s part of this secret key.

Registration at the Judge
In order to open a new anonymous account, the customer
must first generate a new anonymous account number yA
and register the correspondence between yA and his personal
account number yP at the judge. This is accomplished by
the protocol given in Figure 2. The customer chooses xA at
random and sends it together with yP and sP to the judge.
By checking the bank’s signature sP the judge verifies that
yP is a valid account number. After having calculated yA the
judge sends the customer her signature of it. This signature
now enables the customer to open the anonymous account.
The variable cntA,C is the customer’s counter for the number
of transfers between the accounts yP and yA .

Opening of the Anonymous Account
Opening of a Personal Account
First, the customer identifies himself to the bank. Then the
protocol in Figure 1 is carried out. The bank chooses xP at

To open the anonymous account corresponding to yA the
customer contacts the bank anonymously. Then the protocol in Figure 3 is carried out. This protocol is essentially a
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Figure 3: Opening of the Anonymous Account
proof by the customer to the bank that he knows the representation of yA with respect to g and h, i.e. that he knows
ξ1 , ξ2 ∈ ZZq with yA = g ξ1 hξ2 (see [1], section 8). By checking the validity of sA , the bank verifies indirectly that the
judge knows the personal account number corresponding to
yA and vice versa. The variable cntA,B is the bank’s counter
for the number of deposits into the anonymous account yA .
The customer does no longer need to store sA at the end of
this step.
Bank and customer also agree on some form of future authentication for the customer as the owner of this anonymous
account.

Withdrawal from Personal Account
After having opened the anonymous account yA the customer
can transfer money to it. To do so he first withdraws money
from his personal account yP . After he is identified by the
bank as the owner of the account, bank and customer execute the protocol as indicated in Figure 4. It is a protocol to
blindly obtain a Schnorr-signature [15] (s0 , c) of the message
yA kcntA,C for the public key zv with respect to the base yP .
Before the customer can pay the withdrawn money into his
anonymous account, he must transform the obtained signature into one with respect to the base yA . This can be done
by simply multiplying s0 by xA . Thus the pair (s, c) is the
signature of the message yA kcntA,C for the public key zv
with respect to the base yA . The corresponding verification
equation is:
c = H(tkyA kcntA,C )
where t = yAs zvc (mod p).

Deposit into Anonymous Account
The protocol given in Figure 5 allows the customer to deposit the withdrawn money into the appropriate anonymous
account. For this protocol there is no need for the bank to
identify the customer.

Payment
When the money has been paid into the anonymous account,
the customer can use it for a payment. For such a payment,
the shop, the customer and the bank have to be on-line.
The customer is identified by the bank as the owner of the
anonymous account yA . The payment itself is then a online transaction from account yA to the shop’s account. The
bank only has to prevent overdraft, i.e. to check on-line the
balance of the account used for the payment.
Although the customer’s identity is not revealed, the bank
can still link different transactions when the same anonymous account is used for different payments. However, for
transactions that should not be linked by the bank, the customer can use different anonymous accounts corresponding
to the same personal account.

Removal of the Anonymity
Since the judge knows the correspondence between personal
and anonymous accounts, she can at any time find the origin
or the destination of a transfer, when provided with anonymous or personal account numbers.

3.2

Security Analysis

Signature generated during the withdrawal protocol
The bank wants to be sure that the customer, even with
the help of the judge, is not able to compute a valid coin
without carrying out the withdrawal protocol. It appears
to be practically impossible for the customer to generate a
valid signature without knowing the discrete logarithm of zv
to the base yA . In particular, it is easy to see that breaking
the withdrawal protocol would imply that Okamoto’s blind
version [13] of Schnorr’s scheme is insecure.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the customer cannot
compute the discrete logarithm of zv to the base yA , even
in collaboration with the judge. The customer has indeed
proved during the opening of the anonymous account that
he knows ξ1 and ξ2 with yA = g ξ1 hξ2 (mod p). Assume
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Figure 5: Deposit into Anonymous Account
furthermore that he can determine the discrete logarithm
of zv to the base yA . This means that he has an algorithm
allowing, on input g, h, zv , to compute ξ1 , ξ2 , ξA , yA with yA =
g ξ1 hξ2 (mod p) and zv = yAξA (mod p). This implies that,
for given g, h, zv , he has a procedure to find ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ∈ ZZ∗q
with 1 = g ξ1 hξ2 zvξ3 (mod p). However, the existence of such
a procedure is known to be equivalent to the existence of an
algorithm solving the discrete logarithm problem [1].

Multiple payments
Because the electronic coin contains the anonymous account
number, the customer cannot pay the same coin into different anonymous accounts. The counters cntAC and cntAB
guarantee that the customer cannot deposit the same coin
more than once into the same account.

Modification of the transfer value
The system should prevent a dishonest customer from withdrawing an electronic coin of value v and transforming it

into a coin of value v0 > v. This would be possible if the
customer was able to compute the discrete logarithm of zv0
to the base zv ; however, this is assumed to be an intractable
problem. There seems to be no other way to modify the
value of a given electronic coin.

Unlinkability of withdrawal and deposit
Obviously, unlinkability between the withdrawal from the
personal account and the deposit into the anonymous account can be achieved only if many transactions (of each
transaction value) take place. Additionally, the following
has to be satisfied: First, it must not be possible for the
bank to link transactions by analyzing the time they have
taken place. Therefore, the customer should choose the
period of time between withdrawal and deposit appropriately. Second, the bank’s view of two corresponding transactions must be unlinkable. This is fulfilled because for
each v ∈ V , the random variables Viewv1 = (xC , yP , r̃, t̃, c̃, s̃)
and Viewv2 = (yA , s, c, cntA,B ) are statistically independent:
For a given pair (Viewv1 , Viewv2 ), let xA be the discrete logarithm of yA to the base yP , α = c − c̃ (mod q) and

β = sxA−1 − s̃ (mod q). It is easy to see that this is the
only possible choice for α and β if Viewv1 has to be the
bank’s view during the withdrawal phase corresponding to
the deposit with bank’s view given by Viewv2 . It remains
to show that this choice is always valid, i.e. that we have
c = H(tkyA kcntA,B ) where t = t̃zvα yPβ (mod p). The following equalities are easy to check:
t̃ zvα yPβ

=
=
=
=
=

sx−1 −s̃

yPr̃ zvc−c̃ yP

A

−1
r̃−(r̃−c̃xC xv ) c−c̃ sxA
yP
zv yP
yPc̃xC xv zvc−c̃ yAs
zvc̃ zvc−c̃ yAs
yAs zvc

(mod p)
(mod
(mod
(mod
(mod

p)
p)
p)
p)

and therefore:
H(tkyA kcntA,B ) = H(yAs zvc (mod p)kyA kcntA,B ) = c.
The last equality follows from the fact that (c, s) is a valid
signature.

Cross-payments
A cross-payment is a transfer from a personal account yP to
an anonymous account ỹA which is registered at the judge
to belong to another personal account ỹP . To do such a
cross-payment, it seems necessary that an attacker knows
the discrete logarithm of ỹP to the base yP , which would
imply that he knows the secret value xh = logg h. But this
is assumed to be intractable and so cross-payments are not
possible.

4

Implementation

It is essential for the customer that his private data (e.g.
identification information, or secrete encryption key) are securely stored and not endangered when carrying out a protocol. This becomes even more important if the customer
wants to be mobile and have access to the network at any
point, even through untrusted terminals (e.g. shop’s terminal). To fulfill these requirements, the customer needs
a portable secure computing device such as a smart-card.
This device is limited in size, thus its computation power
and storage capacity are restricted.
To demonstrate the practicability and efficiency of the fair
payment system described in this article, we decided to implement the customer’s functionality on a smart-card (the
Philips Cryptocard [14] with the 83C852-chip3 ). To simulate a real payment system environment, the implementation includes a key management, a mutual authentication
procedure, and an encryption mechanism (based on the cipher IDEA [11]). The implementation allows the customer
to manage one personal and two anonymous accounts on the
card.
3 8-bit

CPU (Intel 8051 family), 6 kByte ROM, 256 Byte RAM,
2 kByte EEPROM, 1-6 MHz clock frequency.
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Related Work

There exist several other proposals for payment systems
offering a conditional privacy protection [6, 3, 12] with a
trusted third party.
In the anonymous credit card system [12] each customer
is provided with a personal account and an anonymous account on another (Swiss) bank. Anonymous transfers between these two accounts are realized using an intermediary,
called communication exchange. The information needed to
link personal and anonymous accounts is shared among the
customer’s banks and the communication exchange, i.e. the
banks have to cooperate with the communication exchange
to recover this correspondence.
The first fair payment systems with an “off-line” trusted
party have been proposed in [3], where unconditionally
anonymous payment systems [2, 10] are extended by the concept of trustee-based tracing.
Independently, [16] described the concept of fair blind signature schemes, which allows a trusted third party to link a
signed message to the corresponding signature generation
and vice versa. By replacing the signature scheme it is
possible transform unconditionally anonymous payment systems into fair payment systems. In [6] two variations of this
method are described.

6

Conclusion

We have presented a new fair payment system. It allows
customers to perform anonymous payments. However the
anonymity can be removed on request by a trusted party. We
believe that this approach offers a acceptable compromise
between the legitimate right for privacy protection and the
need for effective methods to prevent criminal misuses of this
privacy. Furthermore, the efficiency of our proposal makes
is well suited as a payment system over networks such as
Internet and for implementations on smart cards.
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